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Abstract: The ATM System is the project which is used to access their bank accounts in order to make cash 

withdrawals. Whenever the user need to make cash withdraws, they can enter their PIN number (personal 

identification number) and it will display the amount to be withdrawn in the form of 100’s 500’s and 

1000’s. Once their withdrawn was successful, the amount will be debited in their account. The ATM System 

is developed in VB.Net and back-end database as Ms-Access. VB.Net is the one of the powerful version of 

Framework and object oriented programming. Hence we use this software in our project. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

   The purpose of this text is to introduce the fundamental aspects of ATM networks for the nonexperts within the space. 

The length of this short article makes it not possible to hide all necessary aspects of ATM networks. we tend to shall 

emphasize some basic aspects of ATM that aren't self-addressed in future papers of this special issue. a lot of of the fabric 

during this article is predicated on existing tutorials on ATM, including. the economic momentum behind ATM 

technology and therefore the intensive analysis interest in ATM has junction rectifier to a massive and diversified 

literature in recent years. we’ve created no plan to embody Associate in nursing thorough list of references. Most 

references we've cited area unit principally review articles or documents of ATM Forum. we tend to shall refer those 

fascinated by more understanding of the individual topics to the corresponding papers during this special issue and 

therefore the references in this. 

 

1.1 Basic Principles 

   Future applications area unit expected to need more and higher information measure and generate a heterogeneous 

mixture of network Traffic. Existing networks cannot give the transport facilities to expeditiously support a diversity of 

Traffic with varied service necessities. ATM is doubtless capable of supporting all categories of Traffic (e.g., voice, 

video, data) in one transmission and switch material technology. It guarantees to produce larger integration of capabilities 

and services, multiplied and a lot of versatile access to the network, and a lot of economical and economical service. 

   ATM carries all Traffic on a stream of fixed-size packets (cells), every comprising five bytes of header data and a 48-

byte data field (payload). the explanation for selecting a fixed-size packet is to make sure that the switch and multiplexing 

operate may be disbursed quickly and simply. ATM may be a connection-oriented technology within the sense that before 

2 systems on the network will communicate, they ought to inform all intermediate switches regarding their service 

necessities and Traffic parameters. this is often kind of like the phonephone networks wherever a hard and fast path is 

ready up from the vocation party to the receiving party. In ATM networks, every association is termed a virtual circuit or 

virtual channel (VC), as a result of it conjointly permits the capability of every link to be shared by connections 

victimisation that link on a requirement basis instead of by mounted allocations. The connections enable the network to 

ensure the standard of service (QoS) by limiting the amount of VCs. Typically, a user declares key service necessities at 

the time of association setup, declares the Traffic parameters and should conform to management these parameters 

dynamically as demanded by the network. 

With the target of fast the convergence of standards and trade cooperation, a global pool known as the ATM Forum was 

based to make sure ability between public and personal ATM implementations and to market the employment of ATM 

merchandise and services. though it's not a standards body, the ATM Forum works closely with standards organizations 

like the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) and net Engineering Task Force (IETF) in developing the 
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definitions for ATM standards. This international pool has mature from fewer than 10members in 1991 to over 700 

members presently, consisting of public and personal network instrumentality vendors and repair suppliers, software 

system firms, yet as government organizations, national analysis laboratories, and universities 

 

1.2 ATM protocol layers 

   The ATM protocol layers relies on standards developed by the ITU. Communication from higher layers is tailored to 

the lower ATM outlined layers, that successively pass the knowledge onto the physical layer for transmission over a 

particular physical medium. The protocol reference model is split into 3 layers: the ATM adaptation layer (AAL), the 

ATM layer, and also the physical layer. 

 

1.3 The ATM Adaptation Layer 

   The ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) interfaces the upper layer protocols to the ATM Layer. It relays ATM cells each 

from the higher layers to the ATM Layer and contrariwise. once relaying data received from the upper layers to the ATM 

Layer, the AAL segments the info into ATM cells. once relaying data received from the ATM Layer to the upper layers, 

the AAL should take the cells and assemble the payloads into a format the upper layers will perceive. this is often known 

as Segmentation and refabrication (SAR). Four varieties of AALs were projected, every supporting a special sort of 

Traffic or service expected to be used on ATM networks. The service categories and also the corresponding varieties of 

AALs were as follows: 

 Class A - Constant Bit Rate (CBR) service: AAL1 supports a connection-oriented service during which the bit 

rate is constant. samples of this service embrace sixty four Kbit/sec voice, fixed-rate uncompressed video and 

chartered lines for personal information networks. 

 Class B - Variable Bit Rate (VBR) service: AAL2 supports a connection-oriented service during which the bit 

rate is variable however needs a delimited delay for delivery. samples of this service embrace compressed 

packetized voice or video. the need on delimited delay for delivery is important for the receiver to reconstruct the 

initial uncompressed voice or video. However, at the time of this writing, AAL2 has not been totally developed 

nonetheless. 

 Class C - Connection-oriented information service: samples of this service embrace connection-homeward file 

transfer and generally, information network applications wherever a association is about up before information is 

transferred. This service has variable bit rate and doesn't need delimited delay for delivery. The ITU originally 

counseled 2 varieties of AAL protocols to support this service category, however these 2 sorts are incorporated 

into one sort, known as AAL3/4. due to the high quality of AAL3/4 protocols, the AAL5 protocol has been 

projected and is commonly accustomed support this category of service. 

 Class D - Connectionless information service: samples of this service embrace datagram Traffic and generally, 

information network applications wherever no association is about up before information is transferred. Either 

AAL3/4 or AAL5 are often accustomed support this category of service. 

Although every AAL is optimized for a selected sort of Traffic, there's no stipulation within the standards that AALs 

designed for one category of Traffic can not be used for one more. In fact, several vendors of ATM equipments presently 

manufacture merchandise that use AAL5 to support all the on top of categories of Traffic, and most activities at the ATM 

Forum have centered on AAL5. The AAL is additionally vital within the internetworking of various networks and 

services. For additional discussion on the problems in AAL5 style, see. during this special issue, the article by Henderson 

describes a signal AAL protocol commonplace counseled by ITU, the Service Specific association homeward Protocol 

(SSCOP), which contains several style principles for a high-speed protocol with light-weight (i.e., reduced processing) 

operation. The article additionally contains an inventory of over thirty references on the subject of AAL, together with 

documents of ITU Recommendation. 

 

1.4 The ATM Layer 

The ATM layer provides Associate in Nursing interface between the AAL and also the physical layer. This layer is to 

blame for relaying cells from the AAL to the physical layer for transmission an from the physical layer to the AAL to 

be used at the top systems. once it's within Associate in Nursing finish system, the ATM layer receives a stream of cells 
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from the physical layer and transmits either cells with new information or empty cells if there's no information to send. 

once it's within a switch, the ATM layer determines wherever the incoming cells ought to be forwarded to, resets the 

corresponding association identifiers and forwards the cells to succeeding link. Moreover, it buffers incoming and 

outgoing cells, and handles varied Traffic management functions like cell loss priority marking, congestion indication, 

and generic ow management access. It additionally monitors the transmission rate and correspondence to the contract 

(Traffic policing). Traffic management may be a heatedly debated topic within the ATM Forum, and that we shall 

address the vital problems in additional details later. 

   The fields within the ATM header outline the practicality of the ATM layer. The format of the header for ATM cells has 

2 completely different forms, one to be used at the user-to-network interface (UNI) and also the alternative to be used 

internal to the network, the network-to-node interface (NNI) (Figure 2). At the UNI, the header dedicates four bits to a 

perform known as generic ow management (GFC), that was originally designed to manage the number of Traffic getting 

into the network. this enables the UNI to limit the number of information getting into the network during times of 

congestion. At the NNI, these four bits square measure allotted to the virtual path symbol (VPI). Figure three offers 

Associate in Nursing illustration of ATM Network Interfaces. 

   The VPI and also the virtual channel symbol (VCI) along kind the routing field, that associates every cell with a specific 

channel OR circuit. The VCI may be a monaural identifier; the VPI permits clustering of VCs with completely different 

VCIs Associate in Nursingd permits the group to be switched along as an entity. However, the VPIs and VCIs have 

significance solely on the native link; the contents of the routing field can usually amendment because the cell traverses 

from link to link. For the UNI, the routing field contains twenty four bits and so the interface will support over sixteen 

million sessions. At the NNI, the sector contains twenty eight bits, discussion of vital problems in camera Network-to-

Node Interface (P-NNI) routing to the paper by Lee of this special issue. 

   The payload sort indicator (PTI) field is employed to differentiate between cells carrying user information and cells 

containing management data. this enables management and signal information to be transmitted on a special sub channel 

from user information and thence separation of user and management information. a specific combination is employed by 

the AAL if the cell may be a a part of Associate in Nursing AAL5 association. Another combination is employed to point 

that the cell has knowledgeable about congestion. 

   The cell loss priority (CLP) bit provides the network with a selective discard capability. This bit may well be set by a 

user to point lower-priority cells that would be discarded by the network during times of congestion. for instance, 

whereas information applications usually cannot suffer any cell loss while not the requirement for retransmission, voice 

and video Traffic typically will tolerate minor cell loss. One would so assign a better cell loss priority to the CLP bit for 

voice or video Traffic than information Traffic. The CLP bit may even be utilized by the network to point cells that 

exceed the negotiated rate limit of a user. 

   The header error check (HEC) field is employed to cut back errors within the header that cause a misrouting of the cell 

for one user into another user's information stream. This field contains the results of Associate in Nursing 8-bit CRC 

checking on the ATM header (but not on the data). once a switch or Associate in Nursing finish system terminates the 

header, multiple-bit errors are going to be detected with a high chance. Moreover, a single-bit error are often corrected. 

this is often a fascinating since ATM is meant to be used on fiber optics link, wherever the error rate is a smaller amount 

than $10^$ with current modulation techniques. Therefore, single-bit error correction is kind of effective in removing 

most header errors. 

 

1.5 The Physical Layer 

   The physical layer defines the bit temporal order and alternative characteristics for cryptography and decryption the 

information into appropriate electrical/optical waveforms for transmission and reception on the precise physical media 

used. Additionally, it conjointly provides cell delineation operate, header error check (HEC) generation and process, 

performance observation, and payload rate matching of the various transport formats used at this layer. 

   The Synchronous Optical Network (SONET), a synchronous transmission structure, is commonly used for framing and 

synchronization at the physical layer. additionally to the optical media and line rates outlined for SONET, the ATM 

Forum has projected a spread of physical layer standards, like ATM over twisted-pair wire. this may accelerate the 

acceptance of ATM as a desktop affiliation technology since existing cabling plants may be preserved and therefore the 
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price per affiliation are reduced. we tend to refer the readers to the paper by Rao and Hatamian during this special issue 

for a discussion on the work by the ATM Physical Layer subworking cluster at the ATM Forum. 

 

II. QUALITY OF SERVICE ATTRIBUTES 

While fitting a affiliation on ATM networks, users will specify the subsequent parameters associated with the required 

quality of service: 

 Peak Cell Rate (PCR): the most instant rate at that the user can transmit. For bursty Traffic, the inter-cell interval 

and therefore the cell rate varies significantly. The PCR is that the inverse of the minimum inter-cell interval. 

 Sustained Cell Rate (SCR): this is often the common rate as measured over an extended measure. 

 Cell ratio (CLR): the proportion of cells that ar lost within the network due to error or congestion and don't 

seem to be delivered to the destination, i.e., 

CLR = # Lost Cells /# Transmitted Cells. 

 Cell Transfer Delay (CTD): The delay knowledgeable by a cell between network entry and exit points is named 

the cell transfer delay. It includes propagation delays, queueing delays at varied intermediate switches, and repair 

times at queueing points. 

 Cell Delay Variation (CDV): this is often a live of variance of CTD. High variation implies larger buffering for 

delay sensitive Traffic like voice and video. Burst Tolerance (BT): This determines the most burst size which will 

be sent at the height rate. this is often the bucket size parameter for the leaky bucket algorithmic program that's 

accustomed management the Traffic coming into the network. The algorithmic program consists of golf shot all 

inbound cells in a very buffer (bucket) that is drained at the sustained cell rate (SCR). most|theutmost|the most} 

range of succeeding cells which will be sent at the height cell rate is named maximum burst size (MBS). BT and 

MBS ar connected as follows: BT = (MBS 

 Minimum Cell Rate (MCR): this is often the minimum rate desired by a user. 

 

III. TRAFFIC CONTRACT 

   To provide a warranted QoS, a Traffic contract is established throughout affiliation setup, that contains a affiliation 

Traffic descriptor and a conformity definition. However, it's not necessary for each ATM virtual affiliation to own a 

specific QoS. the explanation for this is often that if solely specific QoS connections ar supported by ATM, then an 

oversized proportion of the network resources are wasted. this will happen once one or additional connections don't seem 

to be utilizing the complete capability of their QoS contracts. some QoS contracts may be supported by AN ATM network 

on a ``best-effort'' basis. Such best-effort services ar sufficient for supporting most of the present knowledge applications.  

In general, a traffic contract specifies one in every of the subsequent categories of traffic: 

 Constant Bit Rate (CBR): This category is employed for emulating circuit shift, wherever the bit rate is constant. 

Cell ratio is specific for cells with CLP=0 and should or might not be specific for cells with CLP =1. 

 Variable Bit Rate (VBR): This category permits users to send at a variable rate. applied mathematics 

multiplexing is employed so there could also be little nonzero random loss. relying upon whether or not or not 

the appliance is sensitive to cell delay variation, this category is divided into 2 categories: time period VBR 

(VBR-RT) and nonreal-time VBR (VBR-NRT). whereas cell transfer delay is specific for each classes. CDV is 

specific just for time period VBR. AN example of time period VBR is interactive compressed video whereas 

that of nonreal-time VBR is multimedia system email. 

 Available Bit Rate (ABR): This category is meant for traditional knowledge Traffic like file transfer and email. 

though the quality doesn't need the cell transfer delay and cell ratio to be warranted, it's fascinating for switches 

to attenuate the delay and loss the maximum amount as attainable. relying upon the congestion state of the 

network, the supply is needed to manage its rate. The users ar allowed to declare a minimum cell rate (MCR), 

that is bound to the VC by the network. Most VCs can elicit AN MCR of zero. Those with higher MCR could 

also be denied affiliation if sufficient information measure isn't accessible. 

 Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR): This category is meant for those knowledge applications that need to use any left-

over capability and don't seem to be sensitive to cell loss or delay. Such connections don't seem to be rejected 
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on the idea of information measure shortage (i.e., no affiliation admission control) and not policed for his or her 

usage behavior. throughout congestion, the cells ar lost however the sources don't seem to be expected to cut 

back their cell rate. Instead, these applications might have their own higher-level cell loss recovery and 

retransmission mechanisms. samples of applications that use this service ar email and file transfer. Of course, 

these same applications will use the ABR service, if desired. 

 

IV. SWITCH DESIGN 

   Perhaps the foremost developed facet of ATM is that the switch design. Over the past decade, a colossal quantity of 

analysis efforts are created on finding out and coming up with ATM switches. the sector has currently become a mature 

analysis space and variety of instructional articles have appeared within the literature. the planning of ATM switch 

architectures is at the discretion of switch vendors. The article presents the essential principles of switch style and 

examines the influence of Traffic patterns on the planning methodologies. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this temporary article, we've mentioned many key aspects of ATM. we have a tendency to shall conclude by 

mentioning another vital aspects that aren't self-addressed by the papers during this special issue. The network-to-node 

interface (NNI) originally delineate the interface between 2 public ATM switches. it's currently classified into non-public 

NNI (P-NNI) and Public NNI. P-NNI describes the ATM switch-to-switch interfaces on a customer's premise. Public 

NNI, that is additionally called the Inter-Switching-System-Interface (ISSI), describes the interface between public ATM 

switches. ISSI is more classified into the Intra-LATA ISSI and Inter-LATA ISSI. In associate degree Intra-LATA ISSI, 

each connected public switches belong to constant Regional Bell operational Company (RBOC). Inter- LATA ISSI, that is 

termed Broadband Inter-Carrier Interface (B-ICI), describes the link between the ATM switch of associate degree RBOC 

which of associate degree inter-exchange carrier such AT&T, MCI, or Sprint. The ATM Forum includes a B-ICI 

subworking cluster. Currently, a lot of of the add this sub working cluster has been completed. Version 1.0 [&nbsp;5] is 

offered from the ATM Forum. 

   Other vital aspects of ATM embrace economical network management. The ATM Forum has outlined associate degree 

Interim native Management Interface (ILMI), that uses the easy Network Management Protocol (SNMP) associate 

degreed an ATM UNI Management data Base (MIB) to supply a network administrator with standing and configuration 

data. The ILMI supports bifacial exchange of management data between management entities associated with the UNI 

ATM Layer and physical layer parameters. 

   In the Service Aspects and Application (SAA) subworking cluster within the ATM Forum, the specification of an 

outsized variety of applications and ATM network operations is beneath development. This includes associate degree 

ATM computer program Interface (API), MPEG-II over AAL5 and/or AAL2, Audio Visual Service over ATM, Frame 

Relay and SMDS Service over ATM, and a Circuit Emulation Service over AAL1. 
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